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                                                    Explore our single storey home designs ranging from 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms, with a great selection of facades...
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                                                    Designed to maximise your land, and provide plenty of room for families of all sizes, our double storey range is set to impress...
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                                                    Dual living at its finest, an attached granny flat offers a separate entrance to a second dwelling all under the same roof. Or, you can choose to add a stand-alone granny flat while building a home with us... 
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                                                    If you have an expanse of land, take advantage of our wide frontage acreage designs, at a price that will keep you smiling...
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                                                    Discover our two homes on display at Homeworld Thornton, the Oberon acreage design, and Collaroy 32 single storey..
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                                                    Located opposite the cafe, our recently opened displays at Homeworld Leppington include the impressive Barrington double storey, and Apollo 26 single storey... 
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                                                    Visit us at Homeworld Box Hill to explore the breathtaking Balmoral 32 single storey design featuring the Hamilton facade, as well as the Genoa 31 double storey...  
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                                                    Walk through our singe storey Ivy 3.1 with attached Granny Flat, and the Grevillea 4 with Oaklands facade. They're right alongside our double storey Genoa Twin, also with an attached granny flat...
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                                                    There's plenty to explore at our Watagan Park display homes, with the modern and stylish Terrigal single storey, and our exceptional Rosewood 33 double storey... 
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                                                    Affordable House and Land South-West Sydney, Western Sydney, North-West Sydney. Packages start from $762,000...
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                                                    Experience the lifestyle that this country is famous for, with a House & Land package on the gorgeous Central Coast... 
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                                                    It doesn't get much better than living on the South Coast, so get started here with a range of affordable House & Land packages...
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                                                    Newcastle & The Hunter is a dynamic region, with a mix of lifestyles. Find your perfect fit with one of our affordable House & Land packages... 
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                                                    Only 55 mins from Canberra, conveniently located Blakelys Run Goulburn House and Land Packages are available now. Hurry, these won't last... 
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                                                    If you're considering a knockdown rebuild, it's worth a conversation with one of our team. Choosing to stay where you love and build the home of your dreams sounds pretty amazing, right?  And it can be more cost-effective too...
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                                                    Wondering what it takes to build a new home? There's a lot to learn about building, especially if it's your first time. But that's where we can help. Our experience team, and a streamlined build process can make it just that bit easier...  
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                                                    At New Living Homes we want to make your build experience as enjoyable and stress-free as we can. We offer a streamlined process to simplify the build journey into 6 stages...
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                                                    New South Wales based, we build across the Greater Sydney area, the Hunter, Newcastle and Central Coast region, as well as the Illawarra, South Coast, Southern Highlands and Goulburn...
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                                                    It's nice to get to know each other! Here's a bit about us, so you can see how we can help you. Established in 2011 by the late Jim Masterton, New Living Homes is part of the Masterton Group...
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                        New Home Builder Sydney, Affordable Home Designs.
New Living Homes creates award-winning home designs that don’t compromise on quality. If you're looking for an affordable builder Sydney, Central Coast, Illawarra, Goulburn, Newcastle & The Hunter, then look no further.
We’re constantly coming up with new and innovative concepts to accommodate every type of family and provide promising opportunities for investors. With single storey, double storey, dual living and acreage homes, you're spoilt for choice. We have home that suit 9m lots, right up to 16m+ blocks. 
And, as part of The Masterton Group, you get the reassurance of a builder backed by 60 years of strength and stability. 
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            HOUSE & LAND PACKAGES

            make yourself at home

        

        
            
                Our house and land packages allow you an easy, affordable, attainable way to find the house you want on the land you need, without jumping through hoops for either. You can make the life you’ve been dreaming of with affordable house and land Sydney packages, Hunter house and land packages, Goulburn house and land packages, and more...

            

            view house and land packages
        

    

        view house and land packages

            
    
        
            
                
                    visit a display centre
                    conveniently located + lifestyle orientated + inspiring design
                    
                

            

            
                
                    Discover your new home at one of our conveniently located display homes Sydney, Illawarra, South Coast, Central Coast, Newcastle and the Hunter. Our single and double storey display homes provide the perfect platform to experience the design fit for your family. 

                

                our display centres
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                        Thornton

                        
                            
                                33 Brookland Promenade & 16 Brighton Street

                                Thornton NSW 2322
                            

                            
                                Friday to Monday 10am - 5pm

Wednesday 10am - 5pm

Closed Tuesday and Thursday
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                                18-20 Berkshire Circuit

                                Leppington NSW 2179
                            

                            
                                Open 7 days - 10am to 5pm
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                                18 Copenhagen Street

                                Box Hill NSW 2765
                            

                            
                                Friday to Tuesday: 10am - 5pm

Closed Wednesday and Thursday
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                                9-11 Rock Fern Avenue

                                COBBITTY NSW 2570
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            knockdown rebuild

            knockdown and rebuild

        

        
            
                There is plenty to love about where you live; your street, the schools, the neighbours. You have built your life around this address, and you wouldn't want to move. However, the house is dated, tired, and you long for a new one. You don’t need to compromise on location to get the home of your dreams with a knockdown rebuild.
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                        Promotion

                        Refer a friend & both score a $500 visa gift card!

                    

                    
                        
                            Have you recently built with us & know someone who’s looking to build? Refer a friend and be rewarded!
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                        Promotion

                        $40k 'Your Way' Promotion

                    

                    
                        
                            You will be spoilt for choice when it comes to what upgrades options you can choose from. And with $40k to spend, it's one shopping spree we know you will enjoy!
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                Updates + Inspiration + Education
                news
            

            view all news
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            Feature Design

            The Perfect Family Home - the Balmoral 32

            
                With so many designs on the market, it can be overwhelming to choose one as your forever home. But if you’re after a single-storey house that is family-oriented, as well as an entertainer’s dream, we have something great in store for you. The Balmoral 32 is an impressive four-bedroom home that incorporates open-plan living with separate zones to accommodate everyone in the household.
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        The Perfect Family Home - the Balmoral 32
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